On Languages Generated by Cell-Like Spiking Neural P Systems.
Cell-like spiking neural P systems are a variant of standard spiking neural P systems, which have a cell-like instead of neural-like architecture. It has been proved that cell-like spiking neural P systems can generate Turing computable sets of numbers. In this work, the computational power of cell-like spiking neural P systems as language generators is investigated. Characterization of finite languages is obtained with cell-like spiking neural P systems when the number of spikes produced is less than the number of spikes consumed, and characterization of recursively enumerable languages is obtained by cell-like spiking neural P systems when there is no restriction on the number of produced spikes. The relationships of the languages generated by cell-like spiking neural P systems with regular, non-context-free and non-semilinear languages are also investigated.